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gig as FOX News
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According to the 20(1‘> Homeless
F.mmieratioii Report conducted by
the Homeless Services Coordinat
ing Council (HS(X'), on any given
day in San Luis Obispo ('ounty,
3,H2‘> people are homeless. The
homeless shelters are brimming
with newcomers while county otticials work together to build new
homeless campuses to house the
1,5(H) more homeless than were re
ported in 2(K1(S.

KipUnger Rates
Best Value
in Public Colleges’
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Working as partners with the
San Luis Obispo County Htiard
ot Directors, the Homeless Ser
vices (Xiordinating C'ouncil began
meeting monthly in C'ictober with
two purposes: homeless awareness
and oversight. With representatives
from every city, the council is cur
rently focused on a plan developed
in 2007 by more than KM) people
from ditferent agencies called, “A
Path to a Home; A Ten Year Plan to
Eiul Homelessness.”
According to Dana Lilly, a mem
ber of the advisory council from the

San Luis Obispo Gounty Plan
ning Department, this “Ten Year
Plan” includes constructing a new
all-hours homeless campus in San
Luis Obispo. The way the system
works now, a homeless person can
go to the I'rado Day CX'iiter dur
ing the daytime and bus two miles
to the Maxine Lewis Memorial
shelter at night.
“The current centers are old
modular buildings that are just
worn out. We need a one-stop
see Homelessness, page 2
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Santiago, Keeler rewarded
for performances in first
week o f Big West play.

C.al Poly ranked number .50 on
a list o f “ KK) Best Vilues in Public
C'olleges 2(M)9-lO.” C^al Poly was
the only ('alifornia State University
to make the list and climbed from
a number .58 ranking in the study
last year.
The list, released by Kiplingers
Personal Finance, a Washington
DCXbased publication, gave C'al
Poly the dead-center position in the
yearly review based on factors in
cluding tuition, student-to-teacher
ratios, graduation rates, retention
rates and admissions rates.
1Respite budget cuts that resulted
in furloughs, department cuts and
larger class size's, C'al Poly is staying
true to Its core values, according to
Pixivost Robert Koob.
“The ranking a'affirms that C'al
Poly still otfers a good, affordable
education,” Koob said. “ Its a ques
tion of pa'serving options in the
deficit.”
Koob said that thea* aa* two rea
sons C'al Poly climbed eight spots
on Kiplingers list this year.The first
IS the increasing graduation rate and
the second is increasing incoming

student scores (SAL, AC!T).The grad
uation rate is rising even more (it’s by
far the highest in the C'SU system)
because of C'al Poly’s recent push to
get students to graduate on time. The
incoming student scores are rising
because of more stringent application
standards in admissions.
C'al Poly is No. 5 on the list in
terms of admissions with a 34 percent
acceptance rate.
C'al Poly students said that they ap
plied and came to the universirv' be
cause it otfers a top-notch education
for a fraction of the price of other
schools like those in the Universitv' of
CCalifornia system or private colleges.
This was one of the considerations in
the Kiplinger list.
“One of the biggest draw-s was the
$16,(KM)-ish price for one of the best
engineering colleges there is,” mate
rials engineering sophomore Brent
Plehti said. “Plus I love it here. From
the college to the town, I would not
want to go aiiNAvhere else.”
But not everyone is happy with
the recent changes CCal Poly has un
dergone. Furloughs and class sizes
have been discussed, protested and
criticized across the campus this
school year.
see Value, page 2

Suspect in attempted flight attack enters not-guilty plea
Ben Schm itt, D avid Ashenfelter
and Joe Swirkard
DfcTKOIT FRI I PHFSS

I )ETROIT — As he was being
whisked from a federal courtroom
in Detroit by U.S. Marshals follow
ing his three-minute arraignment
Friday, a slight and soft-spoken Umar
Faniuk Abdulniutallab looked over
his shoulder.
If he was looking for family
members or friendly faces, he had
to search hard — one woman in
side, who had Hown in from Nigeria,
identified herself as a lawyer for his
parents.
Standing in U.S. District CCourt
in Detroit, shackled at the ankles and
speaking in barely audible tones, Abdulniutallab faced a judge over his al
leged attempt to blow up a Detroitbound aiiliner on Dec. 25.
Abduliriutallab spelled his name

and told U.S. Magistrate judge Mark
Randon that he understood the
charges levied against him by a grand
jury in a six-count indictment.
Randon repeatedly questioned
Abdulniutallab to ensure he under
stood the pmceedings and the charg
es against him and to ensure that his
lawyer consented to his continued
detention at a federal prison in Mi
lan, Mich.
Among the questions asked by
the magistrate was whether the sus
pect had taken any kind of medica
tion in the past 24 hours.
Abdulniutallab — who suffered
severe burns to his body in his al
leged attempt to blow up Northwest
Flight 253 and the nearly ,5(K) passen
gers and crew aboard as it made its
way to Detroit from the Netherlands
— responded: “In the last 24 hours?
Some painkillers.”
The 23-year-old Nigerian na

tional was flanked by his lawyer,
federal defender Miriam Siefer. He
wore white socks and blue canvas
slip-on shoes.
Abdulniutallab, a self-professed alQaeda operative, looked physically fit
in his brief court appearance, though
he walked with a slight limp. He was
barely taller than Siefer, who stands at
5 foot 2 inches.
Siefer informed the court that
their client would stand mute —
meaning he did not plead guilty or
not guilty. But a plea of not guilty
was entered on his behalf by the
court, which is mutine at the outset
of most federal criminal cases.
After the arraignment, Siefer
declined to speak at length, saying:
“This is just the first step in a very
long process.”
However, she scotched rumors
chat a new legal team was going to
rake over the case.

“Who reprc'sents him? We do,”
she said.
Siefer said she met with her cli
ent for about 45 minutes before the
arraignment. Abdulniutallab faces life
in prison for the most serious charge
of trying to detonate a weaptin of
mass destruction. Authorities say the
weapon was a homemade bomb hid
den in his underwear.
The defense team is expected to
file various motions to get docu
ments and other evidence from the
government to learn more about
the case being built against Abdulniutallab.
“This case is going to take
months,” said criminal lawyer James
Thomas, who represented one of
four North African immigrants in a
2003 terror trial in Detroit.
“There are so many agencies —
with iiiiti.ils you know and initials
vou don't — involved in a case that

traiisiends territorial boundaries,”
Thomas said.
With evidence being gathered in
Yemen, Nigeria, the Netherlands and
elsewhere, he said it will take months
to digest, declassify’ and share with
the defense team. There will be legal
skirmishes.
Once the defense digs into the
evidence, it must decide whether to
go to trial or negotiate a plea deal for
Abdulniutallab, who faces up to life
plus 90 years in prison on charges of
trying to blow up the airliner.
Legal experts say that, given the
reported admissions he made to peo
ple on the plane and to investigators
on the ground in Detroit, his case is
unlikely to go to trial.
Hebba Aref, 27, who is from
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., but lives in
Kuwait, where she is a corporate at
torney. w.is on Northwest Flight 253
see Suspect, page 2
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,\K'lod\ l \ ‘i\kTnit. .1 C al I’oly
l.nglisli iiistriK tor ot 33 years, saul
that ( al I'oly's cdikation.il value has
dropped with budget cuts aiul iiiereasei,! ti es.
“ The big picture is ‘bAeryone
loves C'al I’oly.'but the small picture is
the details department to department
ot what we've let go tit,” DeMerntt
said. "It makes education less relative
to a student's future wurk life."
1)eMerritt gave the example of an
baiglish student w ho, w ith the budget
cuts, cannot get a technical writing
certificate because the certification
program was cancelled. Which Eng
lish graduate gets a job? The one with
the technical writing certification or
the one w ithoiit the certificate? 1)eMerritt said these losses are immea
surable.
C')ther ficulty said that although
the Kisses that C'al IVily has seen are
unfortunate, administrators are doing
as good a job as they can at keeping
Ckil l\ily competitive with other uni
versities.
"In general, Ckil Poly is dealing
with a bad situation pretty well,” po
litical science assistant professor Mat
thew Moore said, “(iiven the limits
on the financing we get tfoni the
state, I think C?al Poly has tried to fig
ure out how to handle that and has
done a pretty good job.”

Homelessness
continued f o n t page I

shop that has both centers,” Lilly
said.
The Homeless Services (Kiordinating C'.ouncil plans to get the new
shelter approved by the Airport
Land LJse C!ommission this year and
to start building in 2(H 1. Facilitated
by .Architecture Instructor CTiarles
('rotser,('al Poly students held a re
ception last year at the Prado I )ay
('enter displaying models for the
new shelter in the form of senior
projects.
Based on these models and occupvmg ,1 vacant lot on the corner
of S. lliguera and Prado Kd., this
compiehensive shelter could house
nearly 2<i0 people, a substantial in
crease from the 4‘>spots available at
the Maxine Lewis Memorial Shel
ter. Where, first-time members are
guaranteed a bed for the first .3(1
d.iys, and after that, beds are harder
to come by.
T here are roughly 20-3.5 spaces
available m an overHow unit pro
vided by the Interfaith (Kialition
for I lomeless. T his unit is reserved
for families, children and women,
but case manager Pamela Hughes
said they are still turning people
aw,iy nearly every night. Hughes
works together with clients to aid
m things like applying for social se
curity and jobs or getting on wait
lists for low -income housing.
“ I used to be able to get them
jobs,” Hughes said.“I could make a
single phone call or trucks winild
drive by daily asking if we had any
one who could work.That’s just not
happening now.”
Aside from an obvious increase
of homeless individuals in the past
year, Hughes points out the uncan
ny amount of the educated home
less coming through. She explained
how up to 10 individuals h.ive had
master’s degrees, three have had
doctorates, and many more have

Moore said that although fur
loughs aren't ideal, they probably
pros'ide the le.ist impact to students.
Although the professors are there
lo percent less iluring the quarter,
at least you can get to know your
[irotesstirs and t.ilk to them in othce
hours, he said.
"C'>ne really nice thing about C^il
Poly is we've hit the middle ground
between, s,iy, the UC\, where you're
going to be in large classes...and a
liberal arts college where you might
have a homogenous population,”
Moore said."It's a larger school w ith
a lot of different majors, a lot of dif
ferent interests and at the same time
you can walk down the hall and
knock on your professors’ doors.
You get the best of both worlds."
Moore saiil he was optimistic
about Ckil Poly's future and that
the school continues to be a "pretty
good bargain.”
Although class sizes h,ive
changed, teachers have been fur
loughed and budgets have been cut,
Ckil Poly and its students continue
to change according to electrical
engineering senior Michael Jen
kins.
“It’s tough,” Jenkins said. "You
understand why they have to make
the cuts, but at the same time. I’ve
had some frustrations getting class
es.
“But you always find a way
around it. I’m here for my fifth year,
which isn’t great, but it works.”

graduated from college with bach
elor’s degrees.
When the sun rises, the Prado
1)ay Center sees a constant How of
homeless as well. Serving breakfast
and a hot lunch seven days a w'eek
in addition to providing laundry
facilities, hot showers and donated
clothing, the center has roughly

I want us to take
the view that
our work is not
done until no
one is homeless.

—Lee CKTlins
Iliri-i tor or the S.in I ms t Ihispo
Ilop.irtmoiit ol StKi.ll Sorvii cs

120-130 people coming though
daily according to man.iger Darlene
Mims.
“Almost every day we get new
comers,” Mims said. “We are seeing
more families and more individu
als in general. Many are victims of
mental illness, some of domestic
violence, and others are just p.issing
through.”
T he majority of the meals are
prepared and served by local church
es. Oistian Rojas, a recent C?al Poly
graduate and member of the the
Seventh D.iy Adventist CTiurch, has
been volunteering at the Prado Day
C?enter since 2004.
“We go to the center the fourth
Sunday of every month and serve
lunch,” Rojas said. “Every time
I volunteer there’s a lot of people
showing up.”
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Suspect
cuntiuued from piige I

on Dec. 2.3 — seated six rows be
hind Abdiilmutallab. And she was
seated behind him again in the fed
eral courthouse I riday.
"It was strange, not frightening,
to see Abdiilmutallab in court to
day,” she said. “1 felt something in
my stomach and in my heart. At
the time of the incident, he was
completely blank.T his time, he w.is
talking.”
I )escribing the failed bombing
attempt, she said someone yelled,
'Tire!” aiul that she “saw a Hash.”
Aref, who attended the hearing
with her parents, was escorted to
one of the front rows in the court
room. She said she w,is satisfied with
the charges against Abdiilmutallab.
“This person has changed my
life and the way things are done in
the United States,” she said.“ l just
wanted to see who this person was
again.”
A woman who was escorted out
of the courtroom by security of
ficers was swarmed by a crowd of
news spectators and protesters w'ho
mistakenly believed her to be the
mother of Abdulnuitallab.
1)ave Alwatan, 36, of 1)earborn
Heights, Mich., shouted at her:
“Shame on you! ... Shame on you
for how you raised your kids.”
As she left, the woman was asked
repeatedly by the news media about

Due to the chilly winter months,
the Prado Day Center recently ex
tended its hours to remain open at
night. Even with minimal sleeping
accommodations, this should hope
fully relieve some of the pressure on
the nighttime shelter.
The city of San Luis Obispo has
the highest percentage of home
less persons with 36 percent of
the county’s homeless population
followed by Paso Robles with 20
percent. Half of the homeless in the
county have been without a place
of their own for over a year.
The homeless community also
has a high amount of social and
family ties to the area. Twenty-six
percent reported they have friends
and family in the San Luis Obispo
area and 3S percent are originally
from the county.
On Nov. 24, a San Luis Obispo
rancher by the name of Dan De
Vaul was released from county jail
after being arrested and fined in
September for housing as many as
73 homeless people on his Sunny
Acres ranch through a recovery and
rehabilitation program he founded
111 2001.
“A homeless guy asked if he
could put a truck and camper on
the corner of my property ... he
showed up a week later with a
homeless friend who happened to
be ckissmate of mine from the class
of 62' at San Luis Obispo High,”
said De Vaul when explaining the
beginnings of his operation. This
classmate still lives on the Sunny
Acres property nine years later.
DeVaul’s sentence included two
misdemeanor violations of building
and safety codes.
Though officials and agency
workers indicate an increasing
homeless community, comparisons
between the 2006 and 2009 reports
may be skewed because last year’s
report had an increased number of
volunteers and was recorded at a
different time of year.
Not only focussed on shelter
expansion in San Luis Obispo, the
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Ibrahim Aljahim, left, and Maged M oughni hold a sign in front o f the
Theodore Levin U.S. Federal Courthouse in downtown Detroit, Michi
gan, Jan. 8, 2010. Umar Farouk Ahdulmutallab, the 23-year-old Nige
rian national accused o f trying to blow up an airliner as it descended
toward Metro Airport on Dec. 25 had a hearing at the courthouse.

the case, but she wouldn’t comment.
Earlier, the woman told reporters
inside the courthouse that her name
was Maryam Uwais and that she was
an attorney from Nigeria appearing
in court on behalf of Abdulniutallab’s
parents.
“The taniily asked us to be here,”
said Uwais, who confirmed she Hew
from Nigeria for Friday’s arraign
ment. A lawyer accompanying her,
Mahmud Kazaure, said he lives and
practices law in the United States.
The day concluded with the I )etroit police bomb squad shutting

down a street alongside the court
house after a suspicious package was
discovered.
A U.S. Marshals Service employee
noticed an envelope placed on the
ledge of a ground Hoor window of
the federal courthouse.
Twenty minutes later, 1)etroit Po
lice Inspector Don Johnson said an
embarrassed woman told police she
was smoking a cigarette near the
window and accidentally left the en
velope there, touching off the scare.
Johnson said the unidentified
woman was very apologetic.

“Ten Year Elan” includes the con
struction of three additional region
al campuses, short-term housing
subsidies, promotion of community
volunteering and expansion of af
fordable housing.
Lee Collins, director of the San

Luis Obispo 1)epartnient of Social
Services described it as an ambi
tious plan to not just reduce, but to
end homelessness entirely.
“ 1 want us to take the view that
our work is not done until no one
is homeless,” said Collins.
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Palin joining Fox
News as contributor

M atea G old and Mark Z . Barabak

Chain’s calorie
counts required for
new health care bill
D avid Lightnian
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NEW YOKK — When Sarah
Palm abruptly stepped down as
Alaska governor in July before the
end of her first term, many ques
tioned how she could maintain a
national presence without the plat
form of elected office.
That hasn't proven a problem for
the onetime Republican vice presi
dential nominee, who has kept her
self at the center of political debate
with a best-selling book, an ap
pearance on "The Oprah Winfrey
Show” and controversial Facebook
postings. Now Palin has found an
other w,iy to st,iy in the spotlight:
by signing on as a contributor for
the top-rated Fox News Cdiannel.
Palin, who will make her debut
tonight on “The O ’Reilly Factor,”
will appear regularly as a commen
tator on the network. She’ll also be
one of the hosts of an occasional se
ries called “ Real American Stories”
about how everyday Americans
cope with challenges.
With her hiring. Fox News
gets a high-profile figure whose
pronouncements on issues such
as health care reform have helped
drive contentious partisan debate
— it was her Facebook post that
first raised the term “death panels.”
“She is one of the most talked
about and politically polarizing fig
ures in the country,” said Bill Shine,
the network’s executive vice presi
dent of programming. “First off, we
hope she brings that.”
Palin, in turn, gets a large mega
phone. Last year. Fox News drew a
record primetime audience of near
ly 2.2 million viewers, more than
C'NN and MSNBC combined, ac
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Former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin talks to fans during her book signing
at Barnes & N oble at The Villages, Florida, Tuesday, Nov. 24, 2009.

cording to Nielsen.
But whether Palin is able to use
her perch at the network to enhance
her stature for a possible 2012 presi
dential run remains to be seen.
“It will be hard for her to use
this to broaden her political base,”
said Darrell M.West, a political ana
lyst at the Brookings Institution and
author of the book “CTdebrity Poli
tics.” “It will strengthen her support
among conservatives, but she al
ready does well among that group.”
Since exploding into public
view as Sen. John McC'ain’s run
ning mate in 200S, Palin h.ts drawn
a mixture of adoration and indigna
tion for her provocative statements,
delivered in her trademark folksy
manner.
While clearly comfortable with
the camera, Palin nevertheless strug-

gled in some television interviews
during the race, particularly dur
ing an infamous series of sit-downs
with CTiS anchor Katie Couric, in
which she rambled and appeared
unprepared.The interviews inspired
a widely disseminated spoof on
“Saturday Night Live” and caused
considerable angst within McC'ain’s
campaign.
During an interview with “bO
Minutes” that aired Sunday, top
McCaiin strategist Steve Schmidt
said Palin also caused problems by
frequently making incorrect public
statements, such as claiming falsely
she was exonerated by an ethics in
vestigation in Alaska.
“That opened the door to criti
cism that she was being untruthful
see Palin, page 4

W'ASHINC.TON — Calorie
counts for every pizza, blueberry
miiftin, chef’s salail or anything
else that comes from many chain
restaurants and vending machines
would be instantly available to
consumers, thanks to a few para
graphs in C^ongress’ health care
legidation.
Under the health care bills
passed by the Senate and the
Flouse of Representatives, res
taurants that are part of a chain
with 20 or more locations doing
business under the same name
would have to post on the menu
or menu board the calories con
tained in most items.
Such information would also
be available for food “sold at a
salad bar, butfet line, cafeteria
line, or similar self-service facil
ity, and for self-service beverages
or food that is on display and that
is visible.”
The requirement doesn’t ap
ply to condiments, “daily spe
cials,” custom orders or items that
appear on menus for less than 61)
days a year.
The restaurant also would
have to make available right away,
upon request, other informa
tion such as calories from fat in a
product, as well as amounts o f fat,
saturated tat, cholesterol, sodium,
total carbohydrates, complex car
bohydrates, sugars, dietary fiber
and protein.
Vending machines owned by
large operators also would have
to have calorie labels so that
consumers could see them be
fore they bought an item. That
presumably would mean that on
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machines where the product is
not visible, label cards would be
posted on the machine.
The measure lias widespread
support.
“ It shows the government
wants to take action on obesityrelated issues. It’s symbolically
important,” said Kelly Brownell,
director of Yale University’s
Rudd CRmter for Ftiod Policy
and Obesity.
Politically, the provision is a
rare example o f l.iwmakers from
both parties agreeing on a nuance
of the mammoth health care bill.
I )emocratic leaders are trying to
meld versions passed by the Sen
ate and House last year into a fi
nal version that can be enacted
into law.
There’s little disagreement on
the calorie counting, which is ex
pected to take effect about a year
after the legislation is enacted.
Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska, is
one of the effort’s main sponsors,
while Tom Harkin, D-lowa, the
chairman of the Senate Health
C'ommittee, hailed the bill as pro
viding “concrete steps to fashion
a society in which the healthy
choice is the easy choice.”
Not everyone, though, sees
the change as a great idea. Some
see it as the government micromanaging their businesses, while
others question cost and other
issues.
At the National Automat
ic Merchandising Association,
which represents the vending in
dustry, Ned Monroe, senior vice
president for government affairs,
said that while “we’re not op
posed to calorie disclosure, we do
see Calorie, page 5
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Pakistan terrorist violence spiked in 2009, report says
Pakistani civilian
casualties rise
The number of civilians killed
and injured in militant-related
violence is growing

How civilians were killed
Total 12,632; in 2009
Military
operations

Terror
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Pie chart shows how civilans were
killed in 2009; bar chart shows
the increase in civilians killed and
injured, 2006-09.
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ISl.AMABAl) — l’,tkistaii sutfcrcd its worst year of terrorist vio
lence last year, with nutre than
people killed, as Islamic insiiriients,
some ot them allied w ith al-Qaeda,
targeted civilians and destabilized the
country, according to a new report.
The tally compiled by the Paki
stan Institute of Peace Studies, a
research organiz.ition based in Is
lamabad, toiind that terrorist attacks
killed 3,(>21 people and injured
7,334 in 2(HIP. There were S7 sui
cide boiiihmgs amid 2,5Sh terrorist
strikes, a 43 percent increase over the
previous year.
Pakistani extremists had been
careful to limit their targets to the
police and military but toward the
end o f 2009 they began to hit ci
vilian targets, including Islamabad’s
International Islamic Universirv’ and
markets in the cities o f Lahore and
Peshawar.

“ The most important trend to
emerge was attacks on soft targets,”
said Abdul Basit, a researcher at PIPS.
“The distinction between combat
ants and non-combatants is gradually
disappearing.”
The violence tar outstripped the

bloodsheil in neighboring Afghamstamand the mounting terrorist chal
lenge in Pakistan underscored what
appear to be growing ties among
Arab, Afghan, Pakistani and other
militant groups as al-Qaeda leaders
try to relieve the pressure on their
refuge along the Afghan-Pakistani
border and generate friction between
the U.S. and its allies by launching at
tacks elsewhere.
The -«ittacks in Pakistan, for ex
ample, could prompt Pakistani offi
cials to concentrate on the domes
tic threat and continue to resist the
Obama administration’s demands
that they start attacking Afghan in
surgents b.ised in Pakistan.
“What we are seeing in this region
is a fusion of (extremist) interests and
ideologies. The overriding ideology
is that of al-Qaeda,” said Itntiaz (lul,
the author of "The A1 Qaeda C'onnection. “It is al-Qaeda that’s con
necting people. ... But can you take
them all (extremist groups) on in one
go? That’s Pakistan’s dilemma.”
Pakistani forces last year launched
their first concerted military response
to Islamic extremism since the coun
try sided with the U.S. following the
9-1 1 attacks, killing 7,943 terrorists,
according to the PIPS study.

Pentagon report to focus
on m ilitary’s failings in
Fort H ood ram page
Henry Chii
lO S W i t I I S IIMI s

WASH1N(’.T()N — A Penugon
R'port on the Ntnember massacre at
the Fort Mood Army base in Tex.is
will pinpoint the role of the militaiA s administrative failings leasling
up to the incident, including how
the accused shooter, Maj. Nidal Ma
lik I Tisan, repeatedly earned fauirable performance ratings in spite of
mounting concerns about his views
and behavior.
Defense Secretary Kobert M.
(iates IS expected to announce preliniinan. findings! hursd,iy of the in
vestigation into the military’s actions
leading up to the attack at the Fort
H chkI base in which 13 people wea*
killed, defense officials said.
Among other issues, investiga
tors have examined how it was that
Has.111 a*ceived a*peated positive
performance reviews that allowed
his militaiy career to advance despite
concerns about inappropriate behav
ior, including charges that he pmselytized patients aiul discussed extremist
Islamic views with colleagues, accoaling to defense officials.
! he investigation was led by re
tired Adiii. Vernon Cllark, a former
chief of naval oper.itions, aiul Togo
West, a former secretary of the Army.
Ik-cause t)f the ongoing criniin.il inv’cstig.ition of I lasan, a military' psy
chiatrist, a defense official saitl that
findings a-leased ! hursd.iy will focus
on the military’s administrative fail
ings, avoiding details about Hasan’s
.ictions.
But the fnulings aa* expected to
explore why concerns about Hasan’s

M C < ;iJS a ;H Y - T R IB llN E

Soldiers and civilians await the start o f the memorial service for
victims o f the shooting at Fort Hood, Texas, Tuesday, November 10,
2009.

performance at Walter Reed Army
Medic.il C'enter wea* not passed on
to his supervisors at his next assignment,at Fort I lood.The investigation
is also supposed to point to ways to
overhaul the military’s pertbrnianceevaluation system.
As widely practiced in Army cul
ture, few pertbrmance reviews con
tain neg.itive comments, and almost
all seem outwaally positive. I lowever, at senior levels and in competitive
fields, w here only a few officers are
promoted, an evaluation that is less
than effusive in its praise can derail
an officer’s pmmotion.
In less competitive fields and at
junior levels, the Army has pmmoted
the vast majority of its officers.
Flasan was a highly trained Army
specialist. With a shortage of mentalhealth personnel, few such special

ized experts are blocked fixini pa>niotion.
Especially now, the culaia- that
encourages issuance of mainly posi
tive evaluations has undercut the
usefulness of the system for evaluat
ing officers’strengths and weaknesses,
accsirding to some militarv' officials.
Some argue for a system that better
alerts withers U) potential paiblems
with officers’ p.ist performance.
Has.in’s perfimnance at Walter
Reed, as described by officials and
by those who knew' him, should
have raised red Hags and patented
his pmmotion and transfer to Fort
Horn!, many both inside and outside
the military h.ive argued since the
Nov. 5 rampage.
see Report, page 5

U.S. iinmanned American drone
aircraft unleashed at least 31 missile
strikes on Pakistani-b.ised extremists,
and the study found that the drones
killed i)()7 people and injured 310
— but casualty figures for the strikes
vary widely and are considered un
reliable.
The current extremist cam
paign in Pakistan started in summer
2007, after the military stormed the
Ked IVUjsque in Islamabad, a radi
cal stronghold, and killed some 100
people holed up inside, an event that
.il-Qaeda seized upon to call for an
Islamist rebellion in the country.
That insurrection led to the forma
tion of a Pakistani Taliban movement
that fought not in Afghanistan but at
home, and that linked up with older
militant groups in the country.
I'he study flnind that a total of
23,447 people, including extremists,
were killed and injured in militancyrelated violence in Pakistan last year,
eclipsing H,H12 such casualties in
Afghanistan. In comparison, at the
height of the violence in Iracj four
years ago,some 3,(HMI Iraqis vsere dy
ing each month.
In 2(H)9, for the first time, after
Pakistani Taliban took over the Swat
valley in the northwest, public opin

ion turned against the extremists’
claim that they were fighting for Is
lam.! hat allowed Pakistani forces to
launch operations in Sw'at, and also
later in South Waziristan on the Af
ghan border.
Washington is now pressing Paki
stan to send its forces into North
Waziristan,a refuge for al-Qaeda and
Taliban fighters.
Pakistani ofTicials have pleaded
repeatedly that they can’t open too
many fronts simultaneously, with on
going commitments in Swat, South
Waziristan, other parts of the tribal
area, as well as neeiling to guard
Pakistan’s eastern border with arch
enemy India.
Some US. military and intelli
gence officials think their top Paki
stani counterparts remain unwilling
to take on some of the Islamists. The
Pakistani army, they note, has been
close to certain extremist groups, in
cluding two major Afghan insurgent
groups led by Jalaluddin Haqqani
and (iiilbuddin Hekmatyar.
“There is now a broad realization
that militancy as a tool of policy can
not work,” said Zahid Hussain, an
analyst and author of Frontline Paki
stan.“! his is going to be a prolonged
war.”

Palin

I )emocratic speechwriter and di
rector of US(7s Norman Lear CT*nter, w hich studies the impact of en
tertainment on society, said Palm’s
new gig will not help her overcome
her biggest vulnerability; her limited
experience in public office. When
she left office, she had IH months
remaining in her first term.
“The narrative that hurts her the
most is one that she herself began,
w Inch is she’s not interested in gov
erning,” Kaplan said.
It is not unusual for a presidential
aspirant to play pundit. From 1973
to 1979, Ronald Reagan helped
build his national following by
delivering more than 1,000 threeminute radio broadcasts on subjects
ranging from the Soviet Union to
personal reflections on marriage,
religion, war and death.
But no one h.is ever moved from
a TV studio to the Oval Office. Pat
rick J. Buchanan, a combative staple
on the cable talk-show circuit, tried
three times and failed to win the
presidency.
David Winston, a Republican
pollster and strategist, said it’s up to
Palin whether she can use her air
time as a launch pad.
“You’ve certainly got plenty of
people who spend a lot of time
doing commentary on TV who’ve
got some really thoughtful and
interesting things to say,” he said.
“And there are plenty of people
who don’t. It will depend on her to
come up w'ith the quality and the
content that engages people.”

continued from page 3

and inaccurate,” Schmidt said. “ And
I think that is something that contiiuies to this d.iy.”
Balin’s suggestion on Facebook
this summer that “death panels”
would determine whether seniors
and the disabled deserved health
care was voted the biggest political
lie of the year by readers of I'olitifact.com, the nonpartisan factchecking site run by the St. Peters
burg Times.
Shine said he was not concerned
Palin would make false assertions
on the air.
“Along the w.iy, we’ll talk to her
and have conversations and I’m sure
everything will be fine,” he said,
adding that the expectations that
Palin will utter something contro
versial will likely drive viewership.
“In the end, that’s probably going
to help us in that that’s what people
will want to watch.”
Republican strategist David
C?arney, a veteran of the first Bush
White House, said Palin was can
ny to sign up for a limited role on
Fox News. The occasional, selected
appearance “is probably safer for
keeping her presidential possibili
ties open than a daily show’ where
she’d have to come up with some
thing innovative and entertaining
and provocative for 42 minutes, five
d.iys a week,” he said.
Still, Marty Kaplan, a former
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WORD ON THE STREET
"What do you think about Obam a’s plan to
send more troops to Afghanistan?”
“ My uncle is in the military. I’ve
seen his post-traumatic stress
and don’t want to see any sol
dier with it.
-Sam Huskins, graphic commanicatbn sophomore

‘Tm opposed to it. I wish peo
ple would have realized soon
er that all politicans lie to get
elected. I have a friend leaving
in a month: I'm devastated."
-Tia Andrews, agribusiness se
nior

"He said in his campaign he
would take troops out of Iraq
and put them in Afghanistan,
so I’m not surprised."

-Alex Lee, agribusiness senior

"I don’t think the public knows
enough about the situation to
comment on it. I hope he’s
making the right decisions
with the information he has."

f

State

National

International

SAN LUIS O BISPO (MCT)
-- A storm fxpcctod lu(.‘sd.iy will
deliver up to an ineh ot rain and
create waves more than 15 feet
high by Wetinestlay, local forecaster
John Lindsey said.
the storm could generate sets
of waves up to 30 feet high about
a tenth of a mile out to sea. Waves
of this size typically cannot support
themselves as they near the shore
line, said Lindsey, a Pacific (Lis and
Idectric Co. community relations
representative and expert on Cen
tral Coast weather.
Still, the waves will be big no
matter where they break.
Lindsey said the waves would be
some of the largest to hit the Cen
tral Coast since a June I0S3 storm.
• • •
SACRAM ENTO
(MCT)
— More than 20,000 CLalifornia homebuyers could get statetax credits of up to $10,000 this
ye-ar under a new stimulus pro
posed Wednesd.iy by (io\’. Arnold
SchwarzeiK-gger.
Lhe governor's plan to allocate
$200 million in credits to buyers of
new or existing homes is part of a
job creation strategy. It goe-s now to
state lawmakers for consideration.
" I his is about helping eliminate
extra housing to get construction
back on tap," said Victoria Hr.idshaw, Schwarzenegger's secretary t)f
labor and workforce development,
in a call w ith reporters.

LOS ANCiELES (MCT)
Hepatitis B and C remain serious
threats to public health, but many
he.ilth care provitlers fail to screen
at-risk patients and don't know how
to treat those infected with the vir.il
diseases that can cause liver failure
ami cancer, according to a report
released MoiuLiy by the National
Academy of Sciences.
The long-awaited assessment
calls for a campaign to educ.ite the
public, doctors and lawmakers about
the diseases, an approach similar to
HIV/AIDS outreach that has made
that issue prominent in people's
minds.
Most of the estimated 3 million
to 5 million people with chronic
hep.ititis B and C don't know they
have the diseases. Infected people
can show no signs of illness for years,
and by the time they st.irt to show
symptoms, they may have already
developed scarring of the liver or liv
er cancer and can be close to death.

LON D O N (MCT)
North
ern Ireland's top le.ider announced
.Monday that he w.is stepping dow n
temporarily anml an explosive
scaiklal over his wife's affair with a
teenager and allegations of an ethi
cal lapse of his ow n in connection
with the relationsliip.
IVter Robinson, Northern Ire
land's first minister, said he was
giving up his post for six weeks
in order to concentrate on clear
ing his name and on caring for his
wife. Iris, an inHuential lawmaker
whose spectacular fall from grace
has rocked the province's political
scene.
7 he revelation last week of her
affair with a 1‘f-year-okl and allega
tions that she solicited secret loans
to help him open a coffeehouse
have left her career in ruins and put
her in need of “acute psychiatric
treatment," I’eter Robinson said.

Calorie
anttiinn-fl from puf>f .i

-MaryAnn Sharf, fruit sdence
junior

“ I think he should Just bring
everyone home."

-Phil Hurst, manufacturing engi
neering senior

“At this point it’s about all he
can do. because stability is low
there and without stability you
can’t achieve any other prog
ress"
-Jesse Kinsell. political science
freshman

h.ive other concerns '
Among them are potenti.il le
gal problems - for instance, w hat
if someone attached the w rong
label to a vending machine prod
uct? Me also called the provisions
costlv.
"1 he vending industry is un
der severe economic strain," he
said, .md the one-year cost to
achieve labeling is an estimated
$5().4 million. About 7.5 mil
lion vending machines would
need pnnluct labels, a task that's
generally done by a senior route
driver.
('urrently. about a dozen states
and cities have caUirie disclosure
res|uirenients; but the bill, said

• • •

WASHINGTON (MCT) —
I he camera-shy justices of the U.S.
Supreme Court ordered a halt Mond.iy to the planned video ctnerage of
the San Francisco trial of ( California's
I’mposition H. Apparently concerned
witnesses opposed to g.iy marri.ige
could face harassment if they were
shown on You Lube.
It w.is the second time in three
months the high court h.id inter
vened on behalf of defenders of‘‘tra(.litional nurriage."
N.itional Rest.iurant .Association
I’resident 1).iw n Sweeney, would
help consumers by setting".! uni
form n.itional stand.ird for chain
rest.iurants."
Researchers at Yale's Rudil
(Center studied the potential im
pact. In a study published last
month, they split 3<>3 adults from
the New I Liven, (Conn., area into
groups that saw menus with no
calorie information, menus with
calorie labels and menus with
more detaileil data, including cal
ories and recommended daily ca
loric intake for an average adult.
I hose in the two groups w hosaw the caloi le labels ate 14 per
cent fewer calories than the other
group. When after-dinner eating
was included, the group w ith the
more detailed menu labels ate an
average of 250 fewer calories.

rK?y

TOKYO (MCT) — 1ifty-seven years after the end of the bloody
Korean conflict, alw.iys unpredict
able North Korea on Monday pro
posed a peace treats to formally
end the hostilities.
Lhe socialist state suggested that
it would sign the document as it re
turned to the stalled six-party talks
to end the regime's nuclear .inibitioiis. But first. North Kore.i offi
cials say, they want all intern.itional
sanctions imposed List year to be
lifted immedi.itelv.

Report
amtiinii’fl f om

-t

Lor instance, 1I.is.hi'n superiors
fiulted Ills light caseload .ind s.iid he
shirkeil professional responsibilities.
I le was .idmonished fiir discussing re
ligion with his p.itients and criticizeil
for the subject of .it le.ist one rese.irch
paper on the internal conflicts »if
Muslim soldiers.
At the Uniformed Services Uni
versity of I lealth Sciences, he w.is put
tin .u adeinic pnibation shortly after he
began in 2(Ml7, aiul took six ye.irs to
gr.ulu.ite fmiii .i fnir-vear pnigram.
I )espuc those problems. I l.is,in was
promoted to captain in 2<Hi3 and ma
jor in 2<H!*>, aiul e\en superiors w ho
had raisetl sjuestioiis about his work
wnite in reference's that he was com
petent.
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Unique dance troupe to
showcase at Harmon Hall
D an iel Triassi
M I M ^ N( ; DAIIY
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“And the wheel keeps turning”

SNACK
DEALS
@THEAVENUE

An odo to tlic onorgy, grace
and power of the human body,
tlie internationally known dance
company Momix will perform in
the Harman Hall of the (diristopher (\)han IVrforming Arts
( \ ‘iiter Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Momix has been celebrated for
its ability to materialize a world
of surrealistic images through
dynamic use of lights, shadows,
props and humor. The dancers
often wear tiuorescent costumes
and perform under black lights,
creating a unic]ue visual experi
ence.
This is the second time Mo
mix has pert'ormed at C^il I’oly,
said Peter Wilt, C'al Poly Arts pro
gram manager.
“ it’s exciting, it’s ditTerent, it’s
like nothing you’ve ever seen be
fore.’’Wilt said.
Momix is not solely based on
contemporary dance but mixes
acrobatics, dance and g\ ninastics.
“ It emphasizes more athleti
cism, iu)t modern dance, not bal
let, but more movement and ath
leticism," Wilt said.
The first time at C'al Poly,
the dance ensemble performed
“Opus C'.actus,” inspired by a
giant saguaro cactus seen by di
rector Moses Pendleton in the
Arizona Desert. “(.)pus Cactus”
presented a vivid recreation of
the colorful plant and animal life
tliat exists in the desert.
Bringing the desert land
scape to life in “Opus Cactus,”
the dancers of Momix twisted
and contorted themselves into
tumbleweeds, cacti and reptiles
including a Gila monster, a spe
cies of venomous lizard native to
the United States.
“The show began with per
formers formed like a lizard with
a tongue,” Wilt said.
(')n Wednesday, the group
will perform “Best of Momix,”
a series of dances based on the
company’s most popular pieces,
said Lisa Woske, public affairs for
Cal Poly Arts. The program will
include various segments such as

C.OUH1K.SV P H o r o s

Momix Dance Troupe will perform a variety o f pieces during their
“Best o f Momix” show. A scene from “Dream Catcher” is pictured
above. Below, dancers perform in a trio.

“Dream C'.atcher,” “Pole Dance”
and “Medusas.”
“The evening will be a com
pilation of the company’s finest
and .most thrilling works, sure to
transport the audience from the
mundane everyday to the abso
lutely magical,” Woske said.
A free pre-show lecture will
be presented by Moon Ja Minn
Suhr, theater and dance depart
ment faculty emeritus at 6 p.m.
Suhr founded the Orchesis Dance
Company, Cal Poly’s oldest con
cert dance organization founded
in 1969, and has been teaching
dance for 40 years.
The name Momix came from

mustangdaily.net
ifs the best thing
since sliced bread.

Moses Pendelton. “Mo” came
from his name, “mix” came from
the mixture of movement, Suhr
said.
Momix is based m Washing
ton, Connecticut and has toured
throughout the United States,
Eumpe, South America, Asia and
Australia.
Student and adult tickets for
the performance range from $20
to $44 and may be purchased
at the Performing Arts Center
Ticket Office or by phone at
(805) 756-2787. Student rush
tickets may be purchased at the
door one hour before the event
for $10 cash with a student I.D.
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hurries’ just want
to be cuddled

Nowadays, most people liave
heard ot hirnes. Out they probably
haven't heard anything good.
Whether online or on I V, hnries teiul to be the scapegoat ot
the modern age, used whenever
something tunny, weird, disturb
ing, perverted or generally strange
IS needed to keep things going.
Unsurprisingly, there are tew tacts
involved in such portrayals, so most
people don't really even kmnv w hat
a turry is.
The common, word-of-mouth
description of these seemingly un
knowns is "people who dress up like
animals when they have sex.” but
this definition is incomplete, it not
inaccurate. Such a detinition just
would not do for me, so I searched
through Web sites created by furries and non-furries alike and tried
to come up with a better one.
The most basic defmition of
“turry” is someone with a sig
nificant interest in anthropomor
phic animal characters. This term
doesn't apply to the everyday dog
or cat, but to animals with human
characteristics, such as intelligence
and standing on twn legs. I'hink
of the I )isney version ot Ikobni
Hood. Naturally, this sort of crea
ture is quite hard to come up with
in everyday life, as animal-lunnan
hybrids do not exist (yet), so this
explains w hy the arts are so impor
tant in the furry community.
l urry characters can be eas
ily drawn, painted, etc. and there
are many galleries throughout the
internet. However, for those who
wish to interact with other people
in the guise of an anthropomorphic
animal that they relate to personally
(a “fursona”), there is only so much
a picture will do. Hence, the pres
ence of ,^l) .ivatars in role pkiying
systems such as Second Lite, and
of course the infamous practice of
wearing costumes.
In the media, we tend to mostly

see fursuits, which are full-body
costumes, similar to those worn
bv some sports mascots. 1lowever,
most furries do not own one, as
they are quite expensive, and I feel
It is more common to rely on a p.iir
of ears and a tail to relay the mes
sage, especially in our age group.
I his practice has been around for
a while, and can be relatis ely main
stream when done by women, as in
the whole "IMayboy Bunny” idea, as
well as the more modern Kemonommii in aninie and manga.
rhese last two are ot course
quite sexuali/ed, so it is barely sur
prising that the entire furry com
munity has been stereotyped as
being primarily focused on sex. It's
definitely no surprise that furries
have sex in the first place, as most
people do. so there must be some
other reason w hy they are viewed
so negativelv.
Is it because other people teel
threatened? This isn't likely since
furries are usu.illy attracted to each
other. So if there isn't really any
way that a non-furry person could
be .itfected, why is there such fear
of the community?
It Is instinct for people to treat
something that they don't under
stand with suspicion and fear, just
in case it could actually be harm
ful. This sort of thinking should
go away once it is understood that
something can't be harmtul, and
there is pretty much nothing harm
ful a furry can do to you. Even it
you still can't get your head around
furry art, costumes, life or sex, all
yt>u have to get your head around is
the fact that it doesn't atVect you in
any way. Live and let live is a good
policy in this case, because really,
you have more serious things to
worry about.
AiiihoiiY Rust is it hioloniatl scii'lucs Junior ittiii Mushuii’ Doily sex
folinuuist.
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Rapper RZA ready for next step
Chris Lee
lO S A N d l l l S IIM IS

LOS ANCiELES — C.all the
KZA hip-hop's foremost alchemist.
The self-professed former drug dealer-turned-( irammy-w inning rap
per-producer has defied all odds to
spin not lead into gold, but demode
pop culture and arcane philosophi
cal beliefs into platinum disc upon
platinum disc.
And iH)w, after spending years
under the tutelage of several highprofile filmmakers, including ()uentin Tarantino, he's preparing to un
leash his unique mash-up seiisibilin,'
on the big screen, in a project that
will be part chop-socky Hick, part
sp.ighetti Western and all R/.A.
As fouiuiing father of the hard
core Staten Island rap collective
Wli- Lang Clan, RZA (pronounced
“rizza,” given name: Robert Higgs)
conriated the spiritual enlighten
ment found in ‘7<K kung fu movies
with racially incendiary teachings
from the Five-l’ercent Nation ot Is
lam, adding to the mix references to
laoisni and comic books, nunierolog\' and snippets of mafia don movie
dialogue, articulating a plaintive yet
h.ird-bitten ghetto cri tie coeur.
Lhe upshot was an almost un
paralleled string ot hits that started
with the (.dan's epochal 1W3 de
but LB, "Enter the Wu-dang (3i>
('.hambers)," and encompasses such
releases ,is Method Man's niultiplatinuni-selling “Tical,” Raekwon the
(Chef's “Onlv Built 4 (Aibaii Linx
...” (widely regarded as one of hiphop's greatest albums) and O f Dirts’
Bastard's gold-selling "Return to the
3() Chambers: 1 he 1)irts’ Version.”
another ranking rap classic.
But after the Wu's tightly knit fab
ric started to unravel around 2(M)4,
RZA began to focus more on film.
In recent ye.irs, he has been scoring
such movies as "Blade: Trinits" and
making cameo appearances in Jim
Jarmusch's “C¡host Hog: Lhe Way of
the Samurai” and other films. His
encyclopedic knowledge of 1long
Kong cinema notwithstanding, the
pmdiicer didn't have any particular
ambition to set moviedom on fire.
Until, that is, he got a fateful phone
call from then-Miramax Co-(]hairman Harwy Weinstein.
“Hey RZA, it's Harvey," the
RZA availed, lapsing into a raspy
imitation of Weinstein's cigaa’tteseassMied gmwl. “1 want you to lx*
in my movie. You got a new caa*er
now.”
Since that appearance with (dive
Owen in 2<K).S's “Derailed,” RZA
li.is built a a*spectable filmogra
phy with small ixsles in a number
of high-profile, big-budget studio
movies, among them Judd Apatow's
“Funny Beople” and Ridley Scott's

/
.M

Rapper R/A , founder of Wu-Tang Clan, Ls expanding his list of
movie credits to include a new film titled “Man With the Iron Fist.’
“American Ciangster,” as well as a
turn in "The Hangover” director
Todd Bhillips' upcoming comedy,
“Hue Hate,” and Baul H.iggis'“The
Next Three Hays” — a role that re
united him with "(iangster" co-star
Russell Oowe.
‘Tin working up in the movie
business,” RZA said. “M.iybe in the
movie business. I'm working down.
1low long are you going to be a ce
lebrity? I like the art. I like how it
feels to act.”
So do such other rappers-turnedactors .IS 1 I. (?ool J. Cdimmon. Xzibit, Ludaens, HMX, Ice (dibe and
even Snoop I Aigg. But befitting the
producer's magjsie abilitv to glean
and repackage cultural stimuli from
across the high-low divide, RZ.A
says his .ictiiig efforts aa* in the ser
vice of his next caa*er act: a move
behind the camera.
With no small amount of backup
fh)iii a cadre of top-Hight tilniniakers — including independent cin
ema lumin.irv Jarmusch and Hong
Kiiiig action movie ace John Wixi,
but most significantly, Tarantino —
the RZA-a*ctor, .is he is sometimes
known, is luiw in final pa*parations
for his debut as a writer-dia*ctor,
"The Man With the lam Fist.” And
unlike the fates of stmie musicians'
directorial efforts (s.iy, M.idonna's
“Filth and Wisdom” or Limp Bizkit
ffontman Fa*d Hurst's “The Edu

a t it s f in e s t
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(Hey, it’ll give you something to talk to Mom about.)

see RZA, page 8
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cation of (diarlie Banks”), RZA's
nunie industry backers swear he liaN
the right combination of creativits,
chutzpah and discipline to achieve
liftoff at the box office.
Blanned .is a genre-busting open
ing salvo to the industry, the movie
is being pnxluceil by “torture porn”
poster boy Eli Roth, the writer-di
rector of such low -cost, high-yield
horror films .is "1 lostel” and “Hostel:
Bart II.”
(f-or the time being, though, both
filmmakers prefer to remain muni on
specific plot points, although Roth
allow s that “Man With the Iron Fist”
should appeal to “an audience th.it'>
hungry for kung fii but not grindhouse. Something th.it's modern, like
■Blade.'”)
“RZA is such a creative fountain.
The script is great, he's got characters,
jokes. What he dtx*s with lyrics, he
dixs with dialogue,” Roth s.iid.“Aiid
he's done such a ga*at mix: spaghetti
wvstern, kung fu. iiuxlern fighting
infused with hip-hop and multicul
ture. 1le has this w hole comic Ixxik
universe figured out. 1 know he's go
ing to make a brilliant film.”
O f course, none of it would lx*
fxissible witluHit Tarantino, who
gixlfathea*d Roth's “Hostel” into
pnxluction .is an executive priKlucer
and intnxluced the filmm.iker to
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RZA
i o u tin iiffl from page

7

K /A . A loiiiitiiiK' admiivr ol WuI.iiiB C'l.uis sonic mcl.ui^c, witli his
own deeply felt .ippreei.uion tor the
Sli.iolin monk movie e.innon, laiMntnio first lined KZA to ereate the
eleetro-amhient. qiiasi-lnp-hop seore
tor Ins t\vo-\-olume kung tii drama
"Kill Mill." Milt their working relation
ship dkln't end there. larantino has alloweil the K /..\ to soak tip prodiietion know-how on the set ot every
movie he's done sinee 2M()3.
l.iiMiitino said he identities with
the hip-hop prodiieer's skill in niaeromanaging the nine Clan inemhe'rs’
unwieldy energies into a eohesive
tiiriii. ‘A'oii h.i\e to understand that
e\en though they're wry ditlerent.
being a produeer on a iveonl is not
too ditlerent from being a direetor ot
film — espeeially w ith something like
Wu- lang (dan," larantino said. "All
these guys haw their ditlerent eontrihntioiis. hvervone has a say. Mut ultiniatelv. the alhuin is K/. A's ileeision.
I h.it's very similar to what a direetor
does. It's a lot like how 1 was intlueneed liy Mini Speetor."
Still. K/.A S.IVShe would not make
the move into tilmmaking without
rarantino's explicit blessing.
" larantino is my teacher." K/.A
said solemnly, echoing — w hether
mtentionalK or not — the kind ot
dialogue you'd hear in a marti.il-arts
tilín."I'w watched hundreds ot niovles with him and spent hundreds ot
hours le.irning craft from him. I'm a
disciple ori.ir.intino."
I le continued: "When I li saul. ‘I
want to help \ou make your movie.'
we h.id to go to (^I'sMitin. I he te.icher.
lie s.nd.'You and 111 are re.uK. You
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haw my blessing."'
Spend an afternoon with the
KZA and. .is any ot his moviemaking
consigliere w ill attest, you'll be hardpressed not to be bowled over by
the breadth ot his polymathic learn
ing. Conwrs.ition ricochets between
electrical innovator Nikola Tesla and
an extendeil recitation of w hat l iveMercent Nation of Islam followers call
"the knowledge." from the tr.ivails ot
|ob to KZA's sober recollection ot
fleeing New York's meanest streets
with a stolen gold necklace, a Koran
and a gun — a story the producer
elaborates on in his recently published
memoir-spiritual
enlightenment
guide." The l.io ofW u."
The immediate t.ike-.iw.iy: Dude
is open to new ideas.
"It s.iys in the Koran you find signs
e\ery d.iy." the producer saitl. seated
on the sun-dappled terrace of his San
l ernando Valley mini-maiision. "Mut
most people aren't wise enough to
see them."
So. w hen the chance presented itselfto befriend Woo in IW7 — around
the same time Wu- lang Clan .iscended to pop cultural ubiquity with its
chart-topping. ( ¡ramniy-nominated
album "Wu-'rang borever" — KZA
jumped at the opportunity. The pro
ducer had won points w ith Woo by
sampling diali>gue from his operatic
shoot'em-up epic "The Killer" on
"Only Muilt 4 Cuban Linx ..."And
Woo w.is a ni.ijor fan of the Sh.iolin
cinema responsible for KZA's creative
mojo. .Moreover. KZ.,^ introduced the
director to his slnfu.or master teacher.
Shi Yan .Ming, founder ot the USA
Shaolin leinple in New York. I le arr.inged for the tw o to receiw kung fu
tutori.ils together.
Woo .iiid KZ..^ remained regular
dinner comp.inions between I‘>'t7

and 2(HMI, precipitating a mutually
beneficial business proposition.
"F-or many years. I was getting my
lessons from John," KZA recalled.
"I lis movie ‘Mullet in the I lead.’ he
s.iitl I can make it over (as a director).
I le said. ‘You will get no resistance
from me.'“
Meanwhile. |arniusch (the force
behind such indie f.ivorites as‘‘Stranger I haii Maradise,"‘‘Mystery rraiifand
"I )ead Man”) enlisted KZA to create
the soundtrack for his | ‘t‘W samurai
crime-drama “Chost I )og." only to
discowr the producer had begun l.iying the groundwork for a film career.
“lie came on the set o f ‘Chost
I )og' for several d.iys. just to absorb
moviemaking." Jarmuscli recalled.
"I le w.is interested in w Inch lenses did
w hat and how we chose to move the
camera. I low we were thinking about
capturing images. I le w.is definitely
clocking stutf.You can almost hear the
gears in his brain turning f.ist."
jarimisch continued tii keep tabs
on the KZA’s filmic efforts over the
intervening years, being among the
few to screen the producer's short
movie, "Domestic Violence,” as well
.IS two 45-minute segments of a film
companion piece to KZA’s solo al
bum (under the iioni de rap Mobby
I )igit.il) “Digital Mullet" — although
none of these films h.is yet seen the
light of release.
After re.uling se\eral early dr.ifts ot
"Man With the Iron Fist,” Jarmusch
is optimistic about KZA’s tilnimakiiig prospects.“The guy's talents are so
broad. 11IS interest in cinema is linked
to everything else he's passionate
.ibout in this beautiful w.iy,” he said.
I ikewise,Tarantino brought KZA
on to compose original music for
“Kill MilkVol. I.” Mut w hen he invited
the proilucer to watch him film, it

became evident that KZA’s interests
superseded the job for which he’d
been hired.
“I started noticing he w.is check
ing how you do it: Me working with
the cinem.itographer, how you do a
fight scene in a practical sense,” said
larantino. “Fle’d sit on a box some
where, writing on a sketch pad and
taking it all in. Spending twii weeks in
C'hina just to soak up the vibe — this
isn’t just for a musical contribution.”
riieir friendship bloomed, how
ever, w ith the two “battling” to oneup e.ich other by screening ever more
obscure kung fu flicks. Eventually,
KZA’s “te.icher” imparted him with
a more well-rounded knowledge of
cinema.
“I Fe ll pull out a movie I didn’t
think of watching at all,” KZA said.
“Suppose we watch the movie for ac
tion. Mut he’ll s.iy,‘Listen for the dia
logue in this.’ Watching it with him,
it’s different.”
More crucially, Tarantino invited
KZA on a New Year’s Eve trip to
Iceland with him and Koth, where
faratitino w.is hosting a triple-bill
screening of rare kung fu movies.
Koth and KZA’s return trip to Eos
Angeles was delayed in Koth’s hoiiietow n, Moston. howeser. So the horror-nieister did the companion.ible
thing and invited his new hip-hop pal
back to his family’s home for dinner.
And over the course of their enforced
l.iyover, KZA detailed the feature film
he was putting together.
“After that, we were like family,”
Koth recalled.
When
the
writer-director
launched Arc.ide, his film production
company devoted to genre t.ire such
as horror and sci-fi, in 2(»<l7, his first
thought w.is to inquire about KZA’s
“Man With the Imn l ist.”

“I called him up, re.id it.” Koth
said. “I said,‘1 his is great, but we can
make it e\en stronger. Everything you
h.ive — the core idea, the characters
— are so good, we can revamp this. I
can do for you what C))uentin Taran
tino did for me on ‘I lostel.’“
The only thing left for Koth and
KZA to do W.IS to get their teacher’s
blessing.
“(Quentin said,‘You are ready,just
don’t start too much up here,”’ KZA
said.“’fhat meant, don’t let my budget
e.xceed SIM million. Don’t start like
that, yo! You start like th.it, expectation
is going to be so high, you may never
come again.That’s great advice.”
Although Koth and KZA s.iy that
they have .ilready secured indepen
dent financing for “Man With the
Iron fist” and that a shooting draft h.is
been written, the movie’s production
schedule h.is not yet been set.
I )raw ing intently on a cigarette
and taking in the suburban torpor ot
his current digs, KZA voiced cau
tion for those Wu aficionados expect
ing the producer to serve as his own
leading man. “I don’t know if I’ll be
the star,” he said, laughing.“The ladies
will be the st.ir. There’s a lot of ladies
in this film.”
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M e n ’s T e n n is
♦Attention Cal Poly Students*
Enter for your chance to win FREE books for next quarter at the
Women's Basketball Pack The House Game. One lucky student will go home
with books for the quarter courtesy of El Corral Bookstore.
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j Sunday, Jan. 17th at 12 p.m.
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For added airport security, U .S.
should take pointers from abroad
Umar Farouk Abdiilmutallab's
underwear bomb tailed to deto
nate properly on Cdinstmas day,
but the intended damage was done.
Fhankt'ully, Umar tailed to kill
the nearly 300 people on N orth
west Airlines Flight 2.33. However,
Umar did sueeesstully instill tear in
the American population.This tear
should prompt change, but not the
change terrorists intend.
Ferrorism expert Bruce Hottman suggests in the Washington
Post that al-()aeda's strategic shift
from the “knock-out blow” in
2001 to the new “death by a thou
sand cuts approach” has given the
terrorist organization new vitality.
This new five-point strategy' calls
for smaller attacks over a longer
period of time, meant to bleed
America to death. It attempts to
cripple our will as well as our in
frastructure. This includes over
loading already taxed intelligence
organizations with false or irrel
evant information. O ur current
reactionary measures, including
heightened security and new hightech screening solutions, all of
which are very expensive, play into
al-(.^aeda’s new strategy that wants
to slowly “bankrupt America.”
Hotfmaii’s tiutlook on the im
mediate future of American secu
rity does not look bright. “Over
the past 18 months,” Hotfmaii
declared, quoting American and
British intelligence officials, “well
over BM) individuals from such
(unsuspecting non-lslamic) coun
tries have graduated from terror
ist training camps m Pakistan and

First Things
First

N atErf

Tsoi

politano’s highly publicized claim
that the current Homeland Secu
rity strategy is working, indicate
the administration’s resistance to
acknowledging this problem and
embracing change.
American security could learn a
valuable lesson on recognizing and
responding to changing terrorist
strategies from the safest (and most
targeted) airline on earth: FI Al, Is
rael’s national airline.
MSNBC' reports that, “Israeli
officials — and a growing number

have been sent West to undertake
terrorist operations.”
The “systematic failure” of in
telligence analysis and delayed
responses stem from a combined
misunderstanding of al-Qaeda’s
new strategy’ and failure to em
brace change, HofTman claimed.
HotTmans argument points out
the necessity of a new American
counter-terrorism strategy.
Unfortunately, responses from
individuals in the current admin
istration, such as Secretary Na-

SV

of American security consultants
— agree that aviation security
has to be multipronged in its ap
proach .”
They argue that even the most
advanced technology,such as X-ray
machines and metal detectors, are
no replacement for current intel
ligence alxuit passengers, tamper
proof cockpit doors, hand searches
and stmie degree of “profiling,”
carried out by properly trained se
curity personnel. This would be
a complete shift from the current
U.S. model of random checks, run
on one in every 10 passengers, ac
cording to Israeli Security (diief
Rafi Kon. A shift to the Israeli se
curity strategy could bring much
improvement to the one-in-10
chance of catching a terrorist, odds
that Ron calls “unacceptable.”
The Obama administration
ctmtinues to cling to Bush-era
policies, but the fact remains that
more than 10(1 Bakistani-trained
terrorists are positioning them
selves to carry out terrorist acts
in the near future. Until there are
significant changes in American
security policy, we are left with
few options.
Living in fear of is simply not
one of them, lest we let the ter
rorists win. Therefore, we must
live our lives not in fear, but in
vigilance. The last line of defense
against terrorism is the American
citizen.
iWulhui Tfoi is computer science
senior iind Mnsunn’ ¡Xiily polilicol
coinnniist.
<1
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght to
edit letters fo r grammar profanities and
length. Letters, commentaries and car
toons do not represent the views o f the
Mustang Daily. Please lim it length to 250
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GUEST COMMENTARY

By mail:
Letters to the Editor

Veritas forum not an equal playing field
Life and meaning ,tre the deepest
of questions, and we all seek true an
swers fn>in the bottom of t)ur hearts.
In these fragile states of mind and
strong emotions, we must carry an
extra burden of skepticism against
those who might take advantage of
us.
Last Thursday, the Musung I )aily
published an article t>n the Veritas fo
rum.The story'’s unmatched, mislead
ing advertisement under the guise of
journalism was dishonest. We readers
deserve full journalistic disclosure of
the rc'porter’s C'hristianiry and former
involvement with C'ampus Ousade
for Cdirist (SLC') C'rus.ule). Veritas is
not an open discussion of life’s big
questions — it is a funnel of dia*cted lectures promoting the Cdiristian
worldview. I have atteiuleil every fo
rum since 2(M»ti.To my knowledge,it
IS not now, nor has it ever been an
equal or open stage for all world
views.
Veritas, the Latin word for truth,
claims balanced inquiry into the his
torical evidence and contemporary
relevance of Jesus C'hrist and the
Cdiristian faith. It is sponsored by
SLO Crusade and Associated Stu-

best models are tentatively ilrawn up.
Predictions are made on possible fu
ture evidence to search for. CTelsea
Morrell encourages discussion over
(1) the pmperty of being in accoal a spread spectrum from ca*ationist
to evolutionist. A spectrum must be
with fact or reality, verified
(2) ideal or frindamental realcontinuously comparable, but cre
ity apart from and transcending per ation is to evolution as homeopathy
is to modern, clinical, peer-rev'iewed
ceived experience
medicine. One is placebo and the
The testable, verifiable, naturalis other has evidence and usefulness in
tic, scientific method-refined reality spades.
Evolution IS the backbone of biol
of the first definition is symbolized
ogy.
It is used in fields as far .is com
by our empirical instruments, like
niicn)scopes. Veritas uses a niicai- puter science fiir its proven usefulness
scope as a logo. Fins false advertising in genetic algorithm searches.Veritas is
is troublesome. These misdirectitnis h.irmiiig our intellectu.il coinmunity
and evasions aa* m.ule at the expense by undermiiiing the early education
of us students. When Veritas wants of university students in fundamenca'dibility, it reaches for the empiri t.il matters like evolution. America is
cal knowledge gained without gods slow ing down its technological ability
by using the instruments of science, to compete — and ecoiuimical ability
but Veritas is not bound by science’s follows. It needs more scientists and
methods and rules of evidence. The engineers educated in reality.Veritas is
ca'dibility of science is a consequence sowing weeds among our future food
crops tinder the guise of equality for
of the methods.
1)ebates are excellent for policy, ideas. We w ill pay a high friture cost
but obtaining good evidence puts for our gullibility.
I love h.iving Veritas on campus. I
limits on our options. Evolution and
the origin of life cannot be debated. want as many ideas as possible in our
The evidence is presented and the population. This diversity gives us

dents, Inc.
But which definition of “truth”
am we using?

strength and flexibility. I do not want
any one idea to become so dominant
that It kills off this diversity. 1 want
better ideas to be selected for and
acted on.
(fne gotxl idea we act on is Cal
Poly’s learn by doing phiUwophy. It
encourages empirical knowledge —
ideas derived by experiment and ob
servation to be useful. Thet>ry, mod
eling and analysis equally strengthen
our knowledge.
We must wear our skeptical hats
when people tiffer us that which is
too good ti) be true. It takes selfreriection aiul courage to honestly
appn>ach life and the meanings we
pn>ject on it. ('ritical thinking and
skeptical inquirs' have served as our
best sources of know ledge for cen
turies. Verit.is makes a parody of this
honest inquiry. Cairiosity on our
spectrum ofcultures allow s a question
more noble than “Is there (iod?”;.isk
instead “Why are there gods, what is
the purpose of religions, and how do
they exist over tune?”
Nicholas I Jtscliij^ is a computer en^inecrhic> senior ami Mnstmi(> Daily i>uest
columnist.

Building 26, Room 226
a i Fbly, SLO, C A 93407

Online:
mustangdaily.net/letters

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Fbly campus and the neighboring com 
m unity W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful fo r your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to mustangdaily@gmail.com.

notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum ." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
w ithout censorship o r advance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspaper;
however, the removal o f m ore than one
copy o f the paper per day is subject to a
cost o f 50 cents per issi'e.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Laptop Repair
WWW.lapioprepair.com
Stiiclenl Discount
______ Fast Tiirnaroiincl______

Ciraphie Designer Needed.
Creative Graphic Designer with
Photography capability a plus,
needed for new b c H ) k project.
544.(-,()07

Harn Fixtra Money
Students needed AS.AI’
Harn up to .SI50 per day being a
mystery shopper
No lixperienee Required
Call 1-800-722-4701

Nanny/Tulor Needed
We need a Nanny/ Tutor for
Monday- Friday from 2:00b:00 pm in Arroyo Cirandc
home. Must have experience in
childcare and be highly active,
fun and creative.

"cvw 100 MU.IOM SEBVEP.”
WHO KEEPS TWCK O f THAT
WFo»AATIoM? amp QRIMACE”
WHAT THE HEU. IS THAT OM?i

v rtF o r.S ale
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*

To book nights, cruises, hotel
and ear rentals at competitive
prices, please visit:
www.thetieketpavilion.eom.

WHAT’S YOUR

Free List of Houses and Condos

For Sale in SI.O. Call for info on
Federal Credits & Buying at Bot
tom of Market.
Nelson Real Fistate (SO.S) 546-19d0

YOUWl

mustangdailywire@gmaii.com
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AND HAN INVENTED
CHAIRLIFTS SO HE NO
LONGER HAS TO GO
^CROSS (DUNTRY SKIING
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H A UAY TO SAY
NO TO A GIRL HE'S
PURSUING
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33 Baseball player
Yaslrzemski
35 Humorist
Bombeck
39 General Bradley
8 Singer Baker
40 Designer Ellis
13 Humorist
41 Newsman
Buchwaid
Huntley
14 Comedian
42
Tennis
player
Anderson
Sampras
15 Philosopher
43 Country singer
Diderot
Bryan
16 First lady
44
Dancer Castle
McKinley
45 Economist Smith
17 Director Welles
18 Comedian Sykes 47 Actress Bening
49 Political adviser
19 Mezzo-soprano
Hughes
Resnik
51 Civil rights figure
21 Poet Teasdale
Parks
23 Author Fleming
52 Novelist
24 Actress Carter
Radcliffe
26 Statesman
53 Keyboardist
Sharon
Saunders
28 Director Kubrick 56 Skier McKinney
31 Author Waugh
60 Actress
Zellweger
32 Actor Feldman

Hats, polos. Jackets..
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The Questions That Keep Ronald McDonald
Up at Night

Across

We're 1 ^ Just shirts!,

custom sweatshirts
from J.Carroll! Screen Printing & Embroidery

sign cip @ www.üovoyogurícreations.com

^ DO YOU
UANTTO
(SO CROSSCOUNTRY
THIS
WEEKEND?

1-80(F859*4109 www.bartendusa.ia

WWW Ihewaxptincess.coni

M i k * Vo u r O w n fr o z e n f r » * t

1 Guitarist Paul
4 Sporlscasler
Albert

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience
necessary. International Bartender
School will be back in SLO one
week only, Day/Eve. Classes. Job
placement pt. time/full time openings,
limited seating, call today!

Conveniently lo cated in Equilibrium Fitness
call 805.541.110
3930 Brood Street. SLO

creations
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•Waxing: Brazilians to Brows
• Acne Treatments
•Purifying Facials

K>GURT
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62 Composer
Copland
64 TV writer/hosf
Serling
65 Nurse Barton
66 Soap actress
Kristen
67 Actress
MacGraw
68 Poet Ginsberg
69 Basketball
player Archibald
70 Newspaper
editor Bradlee
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Down
1 Place to
hibernate
2 Earth, in Essen
3 Unaccompanied
4 A pep talk may
boost it
5 Neighbor of Ger
6 Carriers of water 1_
P u n I« by Jo* Krozbl
to los océanos
7
______ ______
cava
29 No
light reading 40 Creator of
55 Follower of "ooh"
8 Pop-upor 1ra”
shavings
30 “I sm ell.
producing
44
Bonkers
57 Spiriteij horse
31 Overdue debt
program
46
Humiliate
34 Genesis craft
58 Credits listing
9 Cultural grant
48 Zero
org.
36 Orator's skill:
59 Tennis edge
49 Mournful ring
Abbr.
10 Certain navel
61 Bard's before"
50 Yearly record
11 Kind of basin
37 Puzzle
completion?
52 Old Spanish
63 Abbr. after many
12 Dumb
ox
treasure
chest
a general s
14 In need of
38 Perfectly, after
company
54
Parade
stopper
name
"to”
20 The body s
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 49 a minute; or with a credit
balance
card. 1-800-814-5554
regulator
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
22 Good news on
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
Wall Street
nytimes com/mobilexword for more information
25 Lecture hall
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 past
27 Good Humor
puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords (S39 95 a year)
product
Share tips, nytimes.com/wordplay
28 Old English bard Crosswords (or young solvers' ni^imes com/learning/xwords
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Carroll

Division 1 college football," Bark
ley said. "I very player has to live
with the fict that this can hap
am tin Her! from pn^e ¡2
pen."
(Carroll did not return messages
ot till.' Icaj^uc's U.uoiK‘\ Kulc that
.md
u s e ' aiul Se.ihawk officials re
ivi.|iiirc^ the interview ot ininoritv
eaiulidates, Init (Carroll met Simda\’ mained mum.
u se! players, who return to
in I os Angeles w itli Sealiawk ofc.nnpus
and begin spring semester
tieials tt> et)inplete tlie deal.
'T h e mantra and what C'oaeh classes Monday, had been an.xiousCarroll lues by is all about eom- ly awaiting news reganling e!arpetition. St) yon ean't blame him roll, who guided the Irojans to a
record aiul seven I’.icific 1<)
for wanting to do that at tbotball's
highest level," US(' midtile line- e’!onference championships in nine
bat'ker ('hris (ialippt) saitl. "That's seasons.
"1 like e!oach e!arroll and
w hat all t)t us want tt) dt)."
C)iiarterbaek Matt Barkley said I'm going to miss him being our
he was watehing televisit>n with coach," senitir cornerback Shateammates, wht) had gathered tt) reece Wright said. "I'm confident
discuss the team's situatit)n, when we'll find somebody else. Whoever
he saw the screen Hash with news it is, we'll show him respect and
pkiy hard."
that (hirroll had resigned.
With Kiley remaining in C!or"I'm really blessed that I got
vallis,
USC! is expected to turn
a chance to play under him tor a
its attention to candidates such as
year," Barkley said.
Jacksonville Jaguars (ioach Jack
Barkley said the assembled
Del Kio, who played at USC!.
teammates "all figured Chrach
Steve Sarkisian, a longtime assis
would be gone sooner t>r later,"
and that they talked of different tant under (iarroll, just completed
scenarios that could be in their im his first season at Washington and
said last week that he was in Seattle
mediate future.
"It really shows you how much for the long haul. But he is not ex
of a business this is, especially at a pected to be completely out of the

Basketball
continuedfrom page 12

Santiago, who le.ids all Big West
players with 19.6 points per game
and ranks second with 7.4 rebounds
and a 54.5 percent field goal mark,
scored 19 points, grabbed 11 re
bounds and converted a career-best
1 1 free throw attempts to help key
C!al Poly’s 73-61 conference-open
ing victory against UC! Irvine on
Jan. 4. Santiago then notched her

McGwire
continuedfrotn page 12

McGw ire's voice repe.itedly cracked
with emotit)ii .is he recounted tell
ing his wife, parents and son that he
had used steroids. His voice break
ing. .McGwire told the AP, "It's the
first time they've ever heard me.
you kiu)w, talk abt)ut this. I hid it
fnmi everyboily."
M idw ire also said he called
commissioner Bud Selig and Gardinals managerlbny l a Kussa earlier
111 the d.iy to personally apologize.
In 1908. while with the (!ardinals. McGwire broke the single
season home run record held by
Roger Maris. Mefiwire hit 70 that
season, a record that stood until
Barry Bonds broke it in 2oo2.
1 he reason McGwire acknowl
edged the use in a statement Moiid.iy, he said in the release, was be
cause of imminent return to the
game as the C!ardinals hitting coach.
ManagerTony La Russa announced
in November that McGwire would
be joining the coaching staff.
Promises by the organization
then to make McGwire available
"sooner rather than later" did not
manifest as attempts to put Mc(»wire before the media were unsuc
cessful, due to scheduling or other
reasons. In the release, he says his
return to baseball is a reason for
him to "come clean" on subjects he
couldn't five years ago in front of
CTmgress.
C'alled before C!ongress in 2005,
McGwire refused to talk about
, vyliejbtU..lK „ WicA ,U<irfQr;i)wy- .

third double-double of the season
with 27 points and a career-high 13
rebounds during Cal Poly’s 63-53
victory at Pacific on Jan. 7.
Santiago attributes her individu
al performance to the way her team
is performing around her.
“We play really good team bas
ketball,’’ Santiago said. “My team
is alw.iys looking for me and viceversa, 1 am always looking for them
to kick it back out and they know
that. So, 1 think when we play, we
have really good chemistry on the

enhancing drugs during his career.
Pressed on the matter by repre
sentatives, McGwire deflected the
questions w ith a phrase that hooked
onto his career: He refused to "talk
.ibout the past."
McGiwire said he was sorry
for using steroids in the statement
Mond.iy.
"During the mid-9(ls, I went
on the I )1 seven times and missed
228 e.mies
over five vears,"
McG”
*
wire said m the statement. "1 ex
perienced a lot of injuries, includ
ing a rib cage strain, a torn left heel
muscle, a stress fracture of the left
heel, and a torn right heel muscle.
It was definitely a miserable bunch
of years and I told myself that ste
roids could help me recover faster.
1 thought they would help me heal
and prevent injuries too.
"I'm sure people w ill wonder if I
could have hit all those home runs
had I never taken steroids," he con
tinued. "I had good years when I
didn't take any and I had bad years
when I didn't take any. I had good
years when I took steroids and I
had bad years when I took steroids.
But no matter what, I shouldn't
have done it and for that I'm truly
sorry."
McCiwire has been eligible for
the Hall of Fame in the previous
four votes, and each time he's hov
ered around the 23-percent mark.
That keeps him on the ballot, blit
he needs 75 percent for enshrine
ment.
McCiwire retired after the 2(M)1
season with 583 career home runs.
McCiwire has already started
^spnie^ p t his. respojisibjlitie^s.as .Ciar-
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Pete Carroll has accumulated a 33-31 record in the NFL prior to agreeing with the Seattle Seahawks. Carroll
coached the New York Jets in 1994 and the New England Patriots from 1997-99. He made the playoffs twice.

picture now that Riley is out.
Ciarroll earned $4.4 million per
year at USCi, according to the most
recent salary figures available. He is

expected to earn Sb..S million annually with the Seahawks.
Having full control of an organization has always been a huge

factor for Ciarroll, who didn't have
that in his previous stints as an NFL
head coach w ith the New York Jets
and New England Patriots.

court and they are able to find
me.
Head coach Faith Minmaugh
said that Santiago is more than just
a point and rebound contributor
night in and night out. She said she
is just as much a team leader as she
is a point scorer.
“(She is a) player that allows
other players to shine as well,”
Minmaugh said. “ Everybody be
lieves in her ... She has so much
say in the locker room and on the
court.They believe in her; what she

says is gold.”
During the opening week of
Big West play, Santiago shot 51.9
(28-for-54) percent from the floor,
H2.6 percent from the free throw
line and also paced all Mustangs
with 75 total points, 32 rebounds,
nine steals and four blocks.
Santiago, who has reached dou
ble-digit scoring figures during all
14 of (!al Poly’s games this year
and led the Mustangs in scoring
11 times, requires just 23 additional
points to become the ninth player

in program history to score 1,00(1
during a career.
C')ff to the program’s best over
all start in five seasons, Minmaugh’s
team (9-5, 2-1) hosts Big West
leading C'.al State Fullerton (S-8,
4-0) inside Mott Gym at 7 p.in.
Thursday. C!al Poly’s men’s basket
ball team tr.ivels on the road to take
on C!al State Fullerton Thursday
night as well.
Brian /)c Los Santos contrihiitcd to
this article.
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Mark McCiwire recorded a .263 batting average in his 16-year stint in the MLB. He accumulated 583 honieruns, 1414 RBI, 1,626 hits and 1,317 walks in his career with the Athletics, Ciardinals and Blue jays.

dinals hitting coach. He has re
quested video of the hitters he'll
be working with. He also worked
personally with Skip Schuniaker
and Brendan Ryan this winter.
Schuniaker and Matt Hollid.iy have
also worked with McCiwire during
recent offseasons.
"I'm grateful to the Ciardinals
for bringing me back to baseball,"
McCiwire concludes in his state-

nient. "I want to s.iy thank you to
G!ardinals owner Mr. DeWitt, to
my CiM, John Mozeliak, and to
my manager,Tony La Russa. 1 can't
wait to put the uniform on again
and to be back on the field m front
of the great fans in Saint Louis. I've
alw'ays appreciated their support
and I intend to earn it again, this
time as hitting coach. I'm going to
pour myself into this job and do ev

erything I can to help the C!ardinals
hitters become the best players for
years to come.
"After all this time, I want to
come clean. I was not in a posi
tion to do that five years ago in my
C'.ongressional testimony, but now 1
feel an obligation to discuss this and
to answer questions about it. I'll do
that, and then 1 just want to help
my team."
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Keeler, Santiago grab player of the week honors
M I M A N ( . DAIIV M A H H l l ’OUl

I he Big West (ionfereiu e hon
ored
l\)ly men's senior gnanl
Lorenzo Keeler and (Lil I'oly
women’s junior Lorwartl Kristina
Santiago with player of the week
accolades Mt)nday.
Keeler has helped leail the Mus
tangs ti> a 2-1 Big West record, while
also putting forth a career-high 3Spoint effort in the opening week of'
the conference play. Fu)r the season,
the senior is averaging 15.4 points
per game, I rebounds and shoots
SS percent from the line.
In the three games la'-t week,
Keeler averaged 2i> points, making
hU percent of his shots from the
floor and 4b percent of' his three
pointers. He was 24-40 from the
field and 10 of 22 frt)in long range.
He made 20 of 22 from the line.
“It feels good,” Keeler said."The
Big West is a great conference and
to be named pl.iyer of the week
out of all these athletes (in the Big
West); it’s a big honor.”
Already leading the team in scor
ing through non-ct)nference pkty,
Keeler decided to refine his game
and become an effective slasher
heading into last week’s contests.
“I wanted to come out these
last couple of games and attack the
basket, get to the hoop and make
the defense play defense... A lot of
good things can happen (when you
attack the nm),” Keeler said. “You
get higher-percentage shots, you
get fouled, go to three free-throw
line, knock free throws down, and
when the team collapses, you can
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NICK CAMACHO AND RYAN SIDARTO

M U STANG d a i l y FILE p h o t o s

In Big West play, senior guard l^irenzo Keeler leads the conference in scoring, averaging 26 points per game.
Junior forward Kristina Santiago also leads the conference in scoring averaging 25 points per game.

dish. Then I let my outside shot
come after I get a little warm.”
Keeler led the Mustangs to a 95H1 win over UCi Irvine in the con
ference opener on the road. Keeler
scored a career-high 3S points
when he hit 12 of IS shots from the
floor and b of 11 from beyond the

arc. His all-around performance in
the game included four rebounds,
three assists and a block. Keeler did
not miss a shot at the line, sinking
all eight attempts.
“A lot of niy success these last
couple of games is because (we’re)
being successful running the of-

fense, being patient, staying in for
mation; my teammates are finding
me and I’m getting good shots.
Rhythm shots, wide-open shots
— fortunately I’m making them,”
Keeler said.“ It’s a team effort.”
The Escondido native scored a
team-high IS points tii the loss to

conf'erence-le.iding Pacific. Keeler
made 5 of 10 shots from the floor
and was again perfect at the line on
six attempts.
“(My teammates) are making it
a lot easier (for me to score),” Keel
er said.“ ! think everybody believes
in the offense now, 1 mean we see
how much success we get out of
the offense, my teammates now
where 1 am going to be, 1 know
where my teammates are going to
be and it just makes it that much
easier to make baskets.”
In the Mustangs’72-b9 win over
UC; Davis on Sund.iy, Keeler led
the team in scoring with 22 points.
He was 7 of 12 from the field and
2 of 4 from beyond the three point
stripe. The Aggies kept the game
close, but the Mustangs were able
to pull out a victory.
“They went up, made a couple
of runs, but we didn’t put our heads
down,” Keeler said.“ We know that
teams are going to make runs, that’s
just a part of the game, but what
is most important is that if we can
counter that and make our own
run, and fortunately we did that.”
In the game against the Aggies,
Keeler missed his first free throw
since Dec. 5. He had converted 27
consecutive from the line before
the miss.
On the women’s side, Santiago
averaged 25.0 points and 10.7 re
bounds per game in C'al Poly’s
opening three Big West games.
The junior matched career singlegame highs for points and steals last
week.
see Basketball, page 11

Pete Carroll to the Mark McGwire: “I used steroids”
Seattle Seahawks
Gary Klein and Sam Farmer
lO S AN GFI ES T IM E S

LC’fS ANGELES — Pete Carroll
is leaving the University of South
ern California, and the coach the
school considered its top choice to
succeed him is no longer available.
Several Trojans players said Sun
day night that they were informed
by text message from start' that C!arroll would become coach of the
NFL's Seattle Seahawks.
According to a source familiar
w'ith the negotiations, the deal will
be signed Mond.iy morning and
C'arroll will be introduced as the
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Seahawks coach Tuesday.
Meantime, Oregon
State
Coach Mike Riley, who had
been targeted by USC' as CTirroll's possible successor, agreed
to a three-year contract exten
sion.
"Due to the fact there is a
lot of speculation on my future,
I want to make it known that
I'm very excited to be coaching
at Oregon State University and
I anticipate doing so for a long
time," Riley said m a statement
released by Oregon State.
Carroll's return to an NFL
sideline for the first time since
1999 has been regarded as a near
foregone conclusion since Fri
day when It became clear that
the Seahawks had targeted the
58-year-old coach to succeed
the recently fired Jim Mora.
Ehe Seahawks offered C'arroll
a five-year contract that would
pay him nearly $33 million and
give him control of the football
operation.
There were a few obstacles
along the way, a dust-up over
the Seahawks' apparent skirting
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see Carroll, page 11
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Former M1.B player Mark McGwire admitted to steroid use during 1989-90, 1993 and 1998 seasons, Monday.

Derrick Goold
ST. lO U IS E O S T -I)IS l’AT( II

ST. LtfUlS — Mark McCiwire acknowledged it was "time
for me to talk about the past"
and admit he used steroids dur
ing his playing career m a state
ment from the former slugger
released Monday by the St. Louis
Cardinals.

"I used steroids during my play
ing career and I apologize," McC»wire said in the statement released
by the Cardinals to media outlets
around the country. "I remember
trying steroids very briefly in the
1989-90 off season and then after
I was injured m 1993, I used ste
roids again. I used them on occasion
throughout the nineties, including
during the 1998 season. 1 wish 1

had never touched steroids. It was
foolish and it was a mistake. 1 truly
apologize. Looking back, I wish I
had never played during the steroid
era."
McGwire also conducted a 20niinute telephone interview with
The Associated Press after the state
ment was released. AP reported that
see McGwire, page 11

